Three different mechanisms -vascular, trigeminovascular and cortical hyperexcitability -have been proposed for the pathogenesis of migraine and have recently been the subject of extensive reviews 1, 2, 3, 4 . In our own assessment 5 we presented the results of therapeutic transcranial magnetic stimulation (tTMS) as evidence that, in at least some patients, virtually all migraine symptoms during the headache phase are cortical in origin and that a neuroinflammatory mechanism could not be involved in the initiation and maintenance of the headache; instead, the evidence clearly pointed to cortical hyperexcitability
. We now use the results of tTMS once more, this time as part of an argument against one of the central tenets of migraine pathophysiology, namely, that cortical spreading depression (CSD) is responsible for the aura.
CORTICAL SPREADING DEPRESSION (CSD)
In 1944 Aristides Leão reported the ability to produce temporary suppression of electrical activity in the rabbit cortex by any one of several manoeuvres 7 . The latter included intense electrical stimulation of the brain surface, the application of KCl solution, and mechanical deformation. Once induced, the depression of spontaneous EEG activity traveled slowly into neighbouring regions of cortex ( Figure 1 ). The cortical spreading depression (CSD) could be blocked by an incision in the cortex or by the topical application of a local anaesthetic (cocaine HCl). Leão subsequently reported that CSD was associated with marked dilatation of the pial arteries and increased blood flow; a smaller vasoconstriction sometimes followed 8 . Leão extended his observations by demonstrating that CSD took place in the more superficial layers of cortex 9 . In a final paper, published after his return to Brazil from the United States, Leão described a slow, negative-positive potential that accompanied the onset of EEG suppression
.
Leão's observations have been repeatedly confirmed and new observations added. Thus CSD is associated with the efflux of potassium from neurons and glia into the extracellular space, and with a cellular influx of sodium, calcium and water; the concentration of glutamate also rises in the extracellular space 11, 12 . The onset of the CSD is associated with depolarization of both astrocytes and neurons, being larger and more rapid in the former 13 . In the neurons there is a transient burst of impulses, which ceases with further depolarization.
It is thought that CSD propagates through the dendritic network and/or through gap junctions between astrocytes.
HISTORICAL LINKAGE OF CSD TO MIGRAINE
Leão himself speculated that CSD might be linked in some way to migraine, in part because of its slow passage across the cortex; he was, however, thinking in terms of the dilatation of the pial arteries rather than the change in electrical activity. A few years prior to Leão's first publication, the experimental psychologist, Karl Lashley, gave detailed and lucid descriptions of his own visual auras; the scintillations were interpreted as the result of intense excitation in the visual cortex, while the enlarging scotomas were attributed to inhibition 14 . Taking the length of the striate cortex to be 67 mm, and allowing 20 minutes for the visual phenomena to reach the margin of the temporal visual field from their central origin, Lashley calculated that the underlying cortical process traveled rostrally at approximately 3 mm/minute from the occipital pole. The possible link between CSD and the migraine aura was not pointed out until 1958, in the form of a brief note by Milner
15
. In the following year Hubel and Wiesel published the results of a microelectrode study of the cat visual cortex, reporting the presence of orientation sensitive cells in the primary visual area 16 . The likelihood that excitation of these cells was responsible for the flickering zigzag lines of a visual aura should have been immediately obvious, but instead had to wait 12 years before appearing in print 17 .
The proposition that CSD might be responsible, not only for the visual symptoms but for other types of aura as well, was a logical extension, and one developed by Vincent and Hadjikhani
18
. These authors sent out questionnaires to migraineurs and discovered that many had complex symptoms before the headache; these included difficulties in recognizing objects and faces, in recalling names, and in speech. The authors suggested that the nature and temporal sequence of symptoms could be explained by the course taken by CSD over the surface of the affected hemisphere ( Figure 2) .
The possibility that CSD might be directly responsible for the headache as well as the aura was suggested by Moskowitz 19 at the end of a comprehensive review of the innervation of the intracranial arteries. Moskowitz postulated that the rise in extracellular potassium during CSD would depolarize and excite the nociceptive fibres in the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve surrounding the pial arteries; this, by itself, would cause pain, as would reflex changes in the walls of other vessels. The finding of increased levels of CGRP (calcitonin gene related peptide) in jugular venous blood during migraine attacks 20 was consistent with Moskowitz's scheme, as it suggested that this neuropeptide, perhaps with others, was being liberated from the depolarized trigeminal afferent fibres. In an extension of the hypothesis, Burstein proposed that increased impulse traffic in the same fibres would enhance the excitability of second-order trigeminal neurones in the brain stem, thereby interfering with pain-gating mechanisms 21, 22 .
DOES CSD OCCUR IN MIGRAINE?
As already noted, it is generally accepted that CSD occurs in migraine patients and is responsible not only for a visual aura but for other types of aura as well. After weighing the evidence for and against this concept, including new information gained from single-pulse tTMS, we consider the opposite Reproduced from Leão 7 with permission of the American Physiological Society. to be true -that it is very unlikely that CSD has any place in the pathophysiology of migraine.
Evidence in favour of CSD in migraine Blood flow studies
As already noted, Leão reported that the spreading depression in exposed rabbit brain was associated with marked dilatation of the pial arteries, with resulting increases in blood flow and in the oxygenation level of the venous blood ('in the veins, the rate of flow is strikingly increased, and these vessels promptly become as scarlet as the arteries 8 .) The vasodilatation spread outwards in the affected hemisphere, following the depression of neural activity; at a given site it reached its peak in 0.5 -3 minutes and was over in another 1.5 -3 minutes. The vasodilatation was occasionally followed by a prolonged reduction in arterial caliber. Given Leão's description, it was logical to see whether there was altered cortical blood flow during migraine. The initial studies, undertaken in Copenhagen, were based on the detection of regional brain radioactivity at different times following intracarotid injections of radioactive xenon; the testing was undertaken during spontaneous or induced migraine auras 23 . The results were interpreted as evidence of decreased cortical blood flow (oligaemia) during the aura; the reduction was first noted in the posterior part of the brain and it then spread into parietal and temporal areas at a rate of 2-3 mm/min 24 ; rather similar results were subsequently obtained with PET imaging 25 .
With the advent of functional MRI, it has been possible to examine cortical blood flow with greater temporal and spatial resolution than was previously possible. Perhaps the most impressive results have come from brain oxygen level dependent (BOLD) measurements 26 . In one such study, in which 3 subjects were examined while experiencing a total of 5 visual auras, there was evidence of vasodilatation which began in the visual cortex (area V3A) and traveled slowly over adjacent cortical areas; the vasodilatation was followed by a period of oligaemia 27 . In the example shown in Figure 3 , taken from this study, it can be seen that during the vascular changes the BOLD responses of the visual cortex to checkerboard stimulation were diminished. All of these events were consistent with Leão's classical description of CSD, though the authors were careful to conclude that their results were attributable to ' an electrophysiological event such as CSD'.
To summarize this part of the evidence, there can no longer be any doubt that some sort of slowly traveling cortical process is responsible for the visual aura, and presumably for other types of aura. However, although CSD resembles this process in a number of ways, the evidence presently available stops short of proving its presence.
Mutant mouse experiments.
The ability to introduce, into mice, mutations of the CACN1A1 gene responsible for familial hemiplegic migraine (FHM) has provided a valuable new approach to (studying the pathogenesis of migraine, including the possible role of CSD. The first such mutation to be investigated was R192Q 28, 29 and this was followed by the S218L mutation responsible for a more severe form of FHM 30 . In both types of knockin mouse model, abnormalities were reported in the CSDs elicited by 100ms current pulses; the thresholds were found to be reduced and the rate of spread increased. However, while the results for the homozygous S218 model are strikingly different from those for wild-type mice, the abnormalities described in the heterozygous R192Q model are less convincing. Thus the thresholds for mutant and wild-type mice show 15-fold and 40-fold ranges respectively ( Figure 4B ), reflecting the difficulty in obtaining consistent values -much of the stimulating current would have been shunted through tissue and cerebrospinal fluid overlying the cortex. Further, although the published figure does indeed show that the passage of CSD between the two recording sites is faster in a mutant than in a wild-type mouse, in both types of mouse the velocity appears to be several times higher between the stimulating electrodes and the nearest recording electrode ( Figure 4A ).
Anti-migraine drugs and CSD
Several studies have examined the possibility that anti-migraine drugs might affect CSD, with the implication that a positive finding would provide further, albeit circumstantial, evidence for the role of CSD in the production of aura and headache 31 . The results have been variable; for example, topiramate suppresses CSD effectively inrats 32 but not in all cats 33 , and in both species the CSD suppression is unaccompanied by changes in bloodflow. In contrast, sumatriptan, a very effective anti-migraine drug, has no effect on CSD 34 .
Earlier evidence against CSD in migraine: brain recordings and neural function (i). Difficulty in inducing CSD in human subjects
In his first paper Leão 7 reported that it was more difficult to evoke CSD in the cat than in the rabbit, and this distinction between brains with convoluted and smooth surfaces has been confirmed 35 . In the human brain, which has many more gyri than the cat, McLachlan and Girvin 36 were unable to initiate CSD in the exposed cortices of 23 patients about to undergo resections for intractable epilepsy. There are three points that deserve emphasis. First, using the same techniques (KCl application, electrical and mechanical stimulation), the authors had no difficulty in inducing CSD in rats. Second, the results could not be explained by anaesthesia since the patients were only receiving pain medication with fentanyl and droperidol; though both drugs are known to affect the EEG 37 , neither appears to interfere with CSD generation 38, 39 . Indeed, the fact that droperidol may terminate migraine attacks 40 and yet not affect CSD constitutes another argument against a role for the latter in the pathogenesis of the headache. Third, four of the patients had suffered from migraine, though without auras. Although there have since been reports of CSD detection in human subjects, using electrocorticography sometimes combined with scalp EEG, it is relevant that the CSD was only associated with major brain lesions, either trauma 41 , subarachnoid haemorrhage or stroke 42 .
EEG recordings during migraine aura
Although it is technically possible to detect CSD in human subjects with scalp electrodes (see above), any depression of EEG activity during either the aura or the headache phase of migraine is mild or absent; there may be some increase in slow wave activity but, in a proportion of patients, the EEG may be quite normal 43 .
Preservation of neural function during the aura
It is well known that sensory function may be lost during an aura, the best example being the scotoma that replaces the scintillations as the latter progress across the visual field. However, the association is not invariable, for in a minority of subjects the fortification spectra may be superimposed on a normal visual image. Similarly, subjects who describe numbness and tingling can still detect touch. Such preservation of function is incompatible with a process, such as CSD, that, at least in animal models, abolishes all neural activity.
New evidence against CSD in migraine: therapeutic transcranial magnetic stimulation
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been employed as a means of exploring CNS function for almost 30 years, its great advantage over electrical stimulation being that it is painless and penetrates the skull more readily; nevertheless the magnetic pulse is converted to an electrical one on intersecting suitably disposed biological conductors (axons and dendrites). Depending on the choice of target and stimulus parameters, TMS can be employed to either excite or block function in a neural circuit 44 . The possibility of TMS being a useful treatment for migraine was raised in 2004 when it was found that a course of repetitive TMS, when applied to the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex on alternate days, reduced both the frequency and the intensity of migraine attacks; moreover, the benefit persisted for at least one month 45 . Similar, but unexpected, findings were subsequently reported in two migraineurs treated in a similar way for depression 46 . Our own interest in tTMS for migraine arose from observations made on one of the authors, a migraine sufferer himself, and on patient volunteers 47 . Unlike the aforementioned studies, TMS was applied at the onset of the headache and given as a single pulse, sometimes repeated once, to the back of the head; the headache was found to diminish and sometimes to disappear altogether. The working hypothesis -a mistaken one (see below) -was that stimulation of the cortex in advance of a CSD was halting the progress of the latter, rather as the creation of a firebreak may stop a forest fire. Any CSD present during the attack was presumed to have commenced in the occipital cortex, since visual symptoms constitute the most common aura. Since that time there have been several controlled trials of single or double pulse TMS administered to the occipital cortex during the migraine attack, and in all cases there have been positive outcomes 5, 48, 49, 50, 51 . In the latter two trials, the patients were able to deliver the magnetic pulses themselves, using a portable hand-held device designed specifically for that purpose.
While the above studies were conceived on the basis of a pivotal role for CSD in migraine, additional studies with tTMS made it unlikely that CSD is responsible for either the aura or the headache. The crucial observation was that, in some subjects, the effects of tTMS were immediately apparent. No one showed this effect more convincingly than K.B., a 71-year old woman with a long history of familial migraine, initially basilar in its symptomatology but later progressing to daily episodes associated with multiple body pains, tingling, hallucinations, quadriplegia, coma and respiratory arrest 5, 52, 53 . It was found that, when directed to the appropriate site on the hemisphere opposite to the symptoms, tTMS could abolish each symptom instantaneously ( Figure 5 ). The significance of the rapidity of action of tTMS is considered below, while Table summarizes the evidence for, and against, a role for CSD in the genesis of aura and headache in migraine.
Mode of action of electrical (and magnetic) stimulation of cortex
The results of tTMS make it clear that CSD could not be involved in either the aura or the headache of migraine. The first reason is that, as Leão described in his first paper, electrical stimulation (and hence TMS) is unable to stop CSD, whether applied before or after the traveling disturbance reaches the stimulus location on the cortex 7 . The second reason is that CSD involves such a profound disturbance of water, electrolytes and neurotransmitters, that it is inconceivable that these could be corrected instantly by any means, including TMS. Clearly, then, TMS is doing something else, but what?
The first attempt to understand the local effects of stimulating the cortex appears to have been made by Adrian 54 in anaesthetized rabbits; he recorded a local negativity generated by superficial elements in the cortex. With stronger, repeated stimulation the evoked surface potentials became positive due to depolarization of deeper cortical structures; at the same time the responses spread further across the cortex. Much later Krnjevic et al. 5 showed that single cortical shocks, especially when applied to the deeper layers, TMS: transcranial magnetic stimulation. 
Table.
Summary of evidence for and against a causal role for CSD in migraine Evidence Regarding CSD In Migraine FOR AGAINST Similar velocities of CSD and cortical aura mechanism 7, 14 High CSD threshold in humans 36 Cortical hypoperfusion during aura 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 Persisting EEG during migraine 43 but not during CSD 7 CSD abnormalities in S218 mouse model of migraine 30 Persisting sensory function during aura in some subjects Effect of anti-migraine compounds on CSD 32, 33 Instant abolition of aura, headache by single-pulse TMS 5, 52 CSD not arrested by electric (and hence TMS) pulse produced powerful inhibition of spontaneous and evoked neural activity in the cortex. In a second paper the same authors identified basket cells as the inhibitory neurones; these cells were at the appropriate depth and their axon terminals formed nests around the bodies of the pyramidal cells 56 . While the excitation of the basket cells would account for the ability of a single TMS pulse to abruptly stop ongoing activity in pyramidal cells producing migraine symptoms, the cause of the latter activity remains elusive. One explanation is that the activity is generated by high frequency oscillations in the distal axons of pyramidal cells, and impulses then travel antidromically and excite the cell bodies ( Figure 6 ). Normally this back-propagation would be prevented by intervening axoaxonic inhibitory synapses 57 . Another, not exclusive, possibility is that the activity in the pyramidal cells is triggered by fast rhythmic bursting neurones in the cortex 58 . In either instance the spread of the excitatory activity, and hence the spread of migraine symptoms, would be mediated by gap junctions reported to exist between the axons of pyramidal cells 59 .
The emerging picture
On the basis of the findings and considerations reported above, it is now possible to suggest what may actually be happening in the brain during an attack of migraine:
(i). Almost all the varied symptoms of migraine, including the headache, arise from abnormal impulse activity in the pyramidal cells within the outer layers (II and III) of the cerebral cortex; it is such cells in the primary somatosensory receiving area (S1) that are responsible for the headache. The cause of the neural hyperactivity is not known; back-propagation of impulses from the distal axon is only one of several possibilities. At a molecular level the defect could involve altered calcium fluxes at synapses, in keeping with results in mutant mice expressing the CACN1A gene, but other mechanisms are possible. Diminished serotonergic control of the cortex from the brain stem is a different type of mechanism that may also operate. Whatever the cause of the hyperactivity in pyramidal cells, the process slowly spreads, probably through gap junctions between axons.
(ii). The transiently hyperactive cells in V1 (the primary visual area), responsible for the fortification spectra during a visual aura, are the orientation-sensitive ones. However, V1 also contains colour-sensitive cells and excitation of these accounts for the coloured 'blobs' experienced by some patients in their auras.
(iii). The spreading mechanism is not confined to the visual cortex, but may occur in the somatosensory cortex as well. An example is given by Liveing in his classic monograph, in which a patient 'felt a numbness in her right leg, ascending to the trunk, right arm and face' 60 .
(iv). The presence of multiple symptoms preceding or during the headache is due to independent islands of cortical hyperactivity, rather than to spread of hyperactivity over long distances. This conclusion comes from the observation that different symptoms can occur within seconds of each other, as in patient KB described earlier 5, 53 . (v). During an attack of migraine TMS can be instantaneously effective by exciting the cortical basket cells and thereby inhibiting the firing of the pyramidal cells.
(vi). Finally and importantly, cortical spreading depression is not involved in either the aura or the headache of migraine. It would therefore be appropriate to refer to the process responsible for these phenomena simply as 'migrainous neural activity' (MNA). . Hypothetical scheme to explain the spreading neural activity responsible for migraine auras and headache. Fast oscillatory activity is present in the distal axons of principal pyramidal neurons (P) in cortical layers 2-4. This activity produces 'spikelets' which travel back towards the cell bodies of the P neurons and also across gap junctions formed with neighbouring axons (the axon plexus), causing a slow spread of activity in the cortex. The spikelets do not usually invade the cell bodies because of intervening inhibitory synapses from axoaxonic cells (AA); should the latter not operate, however, the spikelets will set off fully formed impulses in the P cells, causing migraine symptoms. tTMS and electrical stimulation (ES) are effective because they stimulate the basket cells (B), which then powerfully inhibit the P cells. The scheme is based on work by Traub et al. 59 and Dugladze et al. 57 .
UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
As already noted, we do not know what sets off the excessive impulse activity in the cortical pyramidal cells, though possible mechanisms have been identified. Similarly, it is not clear why tTMS should work in some patients and not in others, nor is it obvious why the reduction in the intensity of the headache may sometimes take several minutes to appear. Again, why should it be possible to improve the headache by applying tTMS to the back of the head, when the headache is due to neural activity in the primary somatosensory area? We also need to learn why, in a severely affected patient, the optimal site for tTMS may move and the intervention eventually lose its efficacy, as was the case with patient KB 61 (see above and Figure 7 ). Though these questions remain to be answered, it is our submission that the elimination of cortical spreading depression as a migraine mechanism is an important step in resolving the pathophysiology of this puzzling disorder. 
